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Illinois at Edward,·ville who
ate a soccer ball...

Planning Con1mittee
holds first meeting
h

'hi-is LcB lan

ociate Edit r

On-ca mpus and out side r esourc s wi ll b util iz d in laying
the groundwork for the plann ing
of Eastern Washington Universi ty s future to the y ar 2000 .
The new ly-form d EW 2000
Pre Planning ommill e met fo r
the first time Thursday , ov . 14 .
This is the fir st time this typ of
plar> ning has been do ne at any of
the state's highe r ed ucation insti tutions. Since EWU has begun the
effort , the Uni versity of Washing ton has followed suit, remarked
the co mmittee ' chair Mike
Ormsby.
" I would hate to come in here
with too ma ny pre-determinations about what we should do
and how we should do it ," said
Ormsby.

Administration representative
Gordon Martinen suggested the
committee " resurrect CPE
( Council for Post Secondary Edu cation ) six-yea r plans" to see
what kind of planning had been
done in the past.
The six-year plans were not

d v lop d to projec t th university's futur as extensiv ly as th
EW 2000 plan will. but ''th
could provid an element in part
of the discussion we ar e tal king
abo ut," said Martin n in a la er
inter vi w.
" I unde rsta nd your need lo
know about what we ha ve d.one in
the past, but I am hesitant lv giv
yo u t hat information ," sa id admini s tration representati v Duane Thompson .
The com mittee needs to take a
fresh approach to the planning of
the university' future . To review
plans created for an agency that
wi ll be non-existent a ft er this
yea r might limi t the imagination
of the committee , said Thompson
in a follow-up interview.
'1 would s uggest...we bring
somebody in who has a lot of
experience with this kind of
planning," said Thompson .
Ormsby noted that a consultant
could be secured through a national association for the cost of
tra vel.
The suggestion met the com -

Council vote brings
council newcomers
by Jess Walter
Easterner Staff

Photo by Steven G. Smith

Eastern Homecoming Queen 1985, Chiko Jittu, was bundled up las, Saturday at the
Eagles' 52-19 victory over Montana.

Committee may end turf wars
by Chad Hutson
News Editor

" Turf Wars" may soon come
under control of a group of people
with the specific job of improving
higher education in Spokane.
The Spokane Joint Center for
Higher Educati n met last Thursday and got acquainted with each
other. Board members said their
job at this first meeting was to
talk to each other and take care
of some preliminary work .
" We had no chairman, no
meeting dates, no nothing," said
Holly Sonneland, board representative for EWU.
The next few sessions of the
board will be dedicated to more
specific areas concerning higher
education.
"We will ask ourselves what

our mission is and how we go
about achieving that mission ,"
Sonneland said.
The board is made up of seven
members with two representing
EWU two representing WSU , one
person for the community colleges a nd two community members .
The comm unity members were
picked by Washington Governor
Booth Gardner, while the other
representati ves were picked by
their respective school 's higher
education boards .
The new bill passed in the
legislature in April states that the
board shall coordinate all graduate and undergraduate programs
offered in the Spokane area by
WSU or EWU outside the respective campuses.

" They really needed this bill ,"
says Hel en Sommers , D-Seattle,
chairwoman of the House Higher
Education Committee.
" There were no laws governing
the ac ti vi ties for academic programs outside the universities
and that is what created all the
problems in Spokane," she said.
Sommers said the board will be
"challenged with ome real tough
issues ," in its course .
The Intercoll ~g iate Nursing
Center is not included in the
boards responsibilities .
Both EWU and WSU are r equired _by the state to kick in
$50,000 per year for the board.
The board is charged with hiring
their own staff and picking the
chai ,.1an.
The chairman picked by the

Two current council members
and two newcomers were elected
to the Associa ted Student Council
last Thursda y in campus-wide
elections .
8.K. Stewart and Greg NcNeill
were re-elected to positions one
a nd three , and Greg Vandenberg
and Cindy Slotvig won the pr _; ition two and six spots .
Stewart, a junior maj-: .1g in
health administration, ran unopposed and was re-elected for
her third term on the council, her
second at po iti on on e .
" I'm sorry no one ran against

me," she said, " but I'm very
happy I won. "
She hopes to continue her work
on Eastern athletics and the
EWU 2000 preplanning comm ittee, two projects she feels are
ver y importa nt , but adds, "I'd
like to dip into a few more
areas ."
Greg McNeil! believes that he
has some unfinished business for
his second term at position three
afte r defeating Toddette Kucklick in Thursda y's elections.
" At the beginning of the year I
told myself that we were goi ng to
get copy machines in the dorms ,

Professor files suit
Pr·•sics prof es or Earl Forsm a n has fil ed a defamation laws uit against fellow professor Daniel Long , form er h ad of the
physics deparlmenl.
The 17-page suit , fil ed in Spokane County Super ior Court last
Thursday a ll ege Fo r s man ' s
professional rep utation wa damaged by defa matory s tatements
made by Long and defamatory
written statements, including a
letter to The Easterner newspaper three years ago .
The suit also mentions a physical altercation between the two
professors on Oct. 12, 1982, during

a fac ulty meeting . Th uit ay
Long named Forsman as th
agressor in the incident.
Pending li tigation , both Long
and For man declined to comment on the lawsuit.
Robe rt Ruotsalainen , chair man of the phy ic depa rtment
said that in the two year he ha
been with the department , he has
not witnessed any overt confli cts
betwee n the two professors . But ,
Ruotsalainen added , " I know
Professor Long has felt there
have been covert actions aimed
at his (research) program."
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Police alarmed by attacks at WSU
as women have become victims

Bob Quinn's

SATlJRDAY WEAJ:HER MAP

by Chad Hutson

News Editor

"Remember the winter of 85-86, by the end of November over
25" of snow had fallen," you will tell your grandchildren. Yes!
We are rapidly closing in on the a/I-time November snowfall
record with 17" recorded on the 20th and more coming. Our
cold northerly steering pattern will continue with periods of
snow late Saturday and temperatures continuing in the 20'.s for
maximums and sin le di ·ts and teens for minimums.

Police report
Eighteen-y~ar-old Stanley
D. Moore, 303 Pearce Hall,
was arrested and charged
with third degree theft and
malicious mischief after witnesses said he was the man
who broke into a Pearce Hall
candy machine, Tuesday,
Nov.12.
Moore was released and will
appear in court today to face
charges.
In other campus news last
week:
• A 30-pound barbell was
reported stolen from the
Phase 2 weight room on Nov.
12. Sports Equipment Manager Gene DeNio estimates the
barbell's worth to be $35.
• Eastern student Melissa
Bennett reported the theft of

-~

her backpack, which containec;ltabout $100 cash and several
credit cards, from outside a
racquetball court in the
Phase ' No V. 14 .
The credit cards were later
recovered at the PUB information desk.
• About $21 was taken from
a locked room in Pearce Hall
Nov . 14, according to Britt
Pittman and Keri Begin,
Pearce Hall residents.
• A Visa bankcard was reported stolen Nov. 14 from
Martin Hall by Glendall Reason.
• A yellow gold and diamond ring was stolen from a ,
counter in the women's restro9m in the PUB Nov. 15.
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Leave approll . 12 : 30 Friday• Re.turn app r oll . 5 :00 p.m.
Tuesday evening .

Attacks on six Washington
State University women have
prompted campus police to increase nighttime surveillances as
investigators continue to search
for clues .
The attacks, which all took
place between Oct. 18, and Nov . 7,
have Campus Police Chief Del
Brannan, "alarmed."
Brannan, earlierintheinvestigation, said he thought the attacks could be attributed to one
person, but now thinks it is more
than one.
·
"We don 't know at this point,
but if I had to choose I would say
there is more than one attacker,"
he said.
One problem the campus police
are facing is poorly-lit areas
around the:_ campus. "Lights are
burning out all over and they are
not getting replaced as fast as we
would like to them to be," Brannan said.
Through the efforts of the
police department, physical plant
and the Associated Students,
lights are being replaced faster
and patrols have been increased .
' 'We are pulling as many of our

patrolmen as we can from daytime shifts and putting them on
nights ," said Brannan.
The WSU Chief emphasized the
need to illuminate the campus as
much as possible to deter future
attacks. He also mentioned that
groups like EWU 's Women's Center are providing a taxi service
for students. He said the service
is free of charge and will, " hopefully reduce the number of women walking alone at night out on
campus. "
The only common denominator
between the attacks is "women
walking alone at night through
the campus ," said Brannan.
However, a 16-year-old male was
raped Oct. 27, during the day.
This was the third in the string of
attacks.
Brannan said he wants to avoid
creating a "paranoia" on campus, but also stressed that students walk in groups and in
well-lit areas.
A recent "brainstorming session" was held with the police
and WSU Graduate and Professional Students Association to
help inform the students of the

seriousness of the problem.
The president of the graduate

by Chad Hutson

News Editor

Reid Lab school funding was
placed on an "emergency issue,"
status with the Washington State
PTA assembly earlier this
month.
Because of late funding problems the PTA assembly , held in
Ellensburg, Washington, decided
to inc1ude Reid Lab school funding on its list of concerns to be
voted on by the 400 delegate
assembly . The deadline for sub-

mission of issues of concern was
las't May, just before the funding
situation of Reid worsened.
"This made PTA history and
will be very helpful to us in
Olympia when the legislature
meets this .January," said Neva
Taylor, president of Reid PTA.
Taylor said that five issues of
concern are usually picked, but
the assembly felt the Reid s_chool
situation needed immediate attention.
The components of the legisla-
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Travel by chartered bus to the intern?,tionally reno,rned Kimberley Ski
Resort, located north of Cranbrook, Br itish Colll!\bia . Stay et thP. wenn
and cozy Inn \lest Condominiums, just 150 intten from the slr.i lifts and
cross country ski tra 11 s.

:
•
•
:

:
•
•

Condominium's have fireplaces, fully equipped kitchens and vie.is of th,
Rocky Mountains. Hot tub, sauna, game rocrci and laundry facilities
available .

:
•
••

----.-.
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Che~ey Grange Sup.ply
118 Union
235-6274

32 plus downhill ski runs, 5 lifts end 26 kilomrt,rs of groCJned cross
country ski trails .

:

Three days and

:

Prime r1b dinner, win, and cheese party included.

•
:

SllS.00 for Ski Club members; $125 . 00 for non-nenbers; and for cross
country skiers that don't 111ant 11ft tickets th, cost is S30 . 00 less .

:

:
•

Sign up at the Sk1 Club Office 1n PUB, Ro!ln 309A, behind the Associated
Students Office.

:
•

:

Q~sestions?

:

t,10

nights of lift tickeu.

C..11 359·7919 or 359-7910.

: Sponsored By

:

D

:

We Have Traction Sand ... $2.79
Windshield W_asher Fluid .. $1.79

We Do Winter Tires
Assortment of Winter Gloves

: EWU SKI CLUB & ASEWU OUTDOOR PROGRAM :

.QUITIING BUSINESS
LUNCHEON MENU
Served from 11:00 a.m.-1 :30 p.m.,

/
Thurs .. Nov. 21 Navy Bean Soup, Tacos, Turkey Tetrazzini, Deli Bar,
White & Wheat Bread, Chocolate Chip Cookies

Fri., Nov. 22

B9ston Clam Chowder, Fishwi~h. Hamburger/Potato
Chips, Deli Bar, White & Cr. Wheat Bread, Brown
Sugar Cookies

Sat.• Nov. 23

BRUNCH

Sun., Nov. 24

BRUNCH
Minestrone Soup, Chili Mac Casserole, Hamburger/
Fries, Deli Bar, White & -Raisin Bread, Butterscotch
Chip Cookies
Split Pea Soup. Hot ~Potato Chips, Turkey Pot
Pie, Deli Bar, White & Orange Bread, Rice Krispy
Squares
Vegetable Beef Soup, BBQ Burgers/Fries, Tuna Noodle
Cas.,erole, Deli Bar, White & Cr. Wheat Bread, Ginger

Mon .. Nov. 25

Tues. , Nov. 26

Wed.. Nov. 27

Creams

Oct. 21 was the second attack
when a girl was assaulted by two
men who beat her in the face
then fled when a passerby called'
out.
The next day , the 16-year-old
male was raped just off campus.
Oct. 27, the next victim was
reported when a woman going to
her dorm was attacked by a man
who cut her face and chin with a
sharp object.
A woman had ·h er purse taken
from her Nov. 5,. The woman
chased the man until he dropped
the purse .
· The last reported attack was
Nov . 7, when a man assaulted a
woman from behind, but who fled
when he met considerable resistance.

Reid picked as emergency issue

:

:
:

student group , Michael Vislocky ,
was quoted by The Spokesman
Review as saying, ''The common
sense things seem to be missing,
like don 't walk in dark alleys , or
dial the operator for help from a
pay phone."
·
The attacks started Oct. 18 with
the rape of a girl who was
walking from her apartment
around 3 a .m.

Complete, Total & Final Liquidation
of Quality Merchandise

Sale begins Nov. 21

rse
410 1st.St.
Cheney, WA

235-6256

tion currently being drafted by
the Senate Higher Education
Committee were not available at
press time, but many in Olympia
and at Reid school believe the
legislation will have the Cheney
School District fund Reid School
out of moneys already aJJocated
for Reid.
Cheney School District Superintendant, Gale Marrs says he
has not 'Jeen contacted by anyone
in the legislature concerning the
issue.
" I \\/ sh we would be, because
we an. not responsible for training student teachers, the University is and that is what I would
tell them (the legislature), " said
Marrs .
" We have always had a good
relationship with Reid, but because of problems with the budget, things have been strained," ·
said Marrs.
Legislation is being -submitted ·
in . early December concerning
Reid school, according to Jennifer LaPointe, of the Reid Task
Force.

C0llegians
to perform
The EWU Collegians, Eastern 's vocal jazz choir, was picked
from a national field to perform
at a prestigious jazz festival, by
the National Association .of Jazz
Educators. Music professor Ralph Manzo
was notified in early October that
the Collegians had been picked as
the only university vocal group to
perform at the festival. Tirey had
auditioned last spring and Manzo
was excited about the outcome.
"It's national recognition,
which is great for us,'' he said.
They have been scheduled to
perform in Vancouver, Wash.,
Medford, Ore., San Jose and
Anaheim, Calif. The Anaheim
concert, on January 10, 1986, will
be a 55-minute show in the same
session with renowned jazz saxophonist Richie Cole. In addition, a
concert will be given in Disneyland, and Manm plans ~ schedule two concerts for t.'le trip back
to Cheney.
·

.,.
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Computer science department
suffers from terminal shortage
by Chris LeBlanc

Associate Editor

Eastern Washington University's computer science department finds itself comparatively
lacking in equipment to Central
and Western Washington universities.
As of Spring quarter 1985, EWU
had 70 terminals available for
student use; 15 of which are in
Spokane, compared to Central's
450 and Western's 180. Eastern
has 55 terminals available for use
by faculty and staff compared to
Western's 60 and Central's 215,
according to Computer Science
Department Chair Stanley Robinson.
"Some of our sister schools
seem to have moved ahead very
rapidly," satd Robinson. "We
seem to be very behind .. .in student terminals." 1
Robinson also noted that EWU
is the only of the three sister
schools to implement a terminaluser fee . The fee is currently $10
per quarter and is due to go up to
$15Jan. 1, according to Computer
Programmer 3 Dennis Helsing.
The user fee is used to pay
student consultants who stay in
the terminal rooms to help students. The user fee was implemented three years ago as a
temporary solution to revenue
shortages in the student consultant fee budget, said Ac.ademic
Computing Manager James

While.
Special projects include train"The original idea was to eliming faculty on a one-on-one basis
inate it (user fee ) as soon as more
on how to use microcomputers
funds from Olympia were availand helping grad students with
able. Well , funds from Olympia
statistical projects , White exhave decreased rather than inplained .
creased ," said White .
" We still perform the special
Half of the student-consultant
projects but people have to get on
budget is made up of revenues
a waiting list," said White.
from the user fee and the.other 50
Eastern's computer science depercent is contributed from the
partment
shares a problem comacademic affairs budget. . The
mon to all hjgher education f acilibudget is currently running
ties i~ Washingfon as well. Other
· "$30,000 deficit, said White.
states have considerably higher
The deficit will be cut in half
salary ranges for computer sciover the first year and completeence faculty causing Washington
ly dissolved the following, said
departments difficulty in hiring
White, who submitted the prowell-qualified faculty. California,
posal for the $5 increase. Along
for example, starts computer
with the increase in the user fee,
c_utbacks in student terminal use
science faculty at $29,485. The top
of the scale is $50,100, said
are also being used to combat the
deficit.
Robinson.
"We have two people · on the
The terminal room in Kingston
faculty who have flill professor
Hall has been closed and the
rank and have been on as faculty
student consultants have been
· laid off, and hours available for _ for 19 years, and their salaries
are less 'than $40,000," said Robstudent use in the terminal room
inson.
in Martin Hall have been cut back
by three hours on Saturday and
In California, computer science
Sunday, said White. '
is considered "hard to acquire
field," but in Washington, there is
"We have trimmeci an hour
no differentiation between fields,
here and an hour there,'' said
White. "The money is just not
said Robinson. The top of the
salary scale in Washington is
there anymore."
$40,000 for computer science facReductions in the number of
ulty, so "most of the people you
student consultants has also been
see are .within a few thousand
reduced, hindering the departdollars of California's. starting
ment's capability to perform
wage," he said.
special projects, said White.

a

Photo by Steven G. Smith

Two spectators bua,dle up against the freezing temperature
at last Saturday's football game.

Eastern's computer program
falls helow . national standards
by Chris LeBlanc

Associate Editor

More computer terminal~ and
faculty are needed in Eastern
Washington University's computer science department if they
are to meet required standards of
a newly adopted national accreditation system.
The department's main concern is ·availability of computer
t,.rminal w,ork stations for students to practice and do required
homework, said Computer Science Department Chair Stanley
Robinson.
The program, which is now etccredited by the state, would be
"considerably short if we tried to
get the program aacredited"
through the Computer Science
Accreditation Board, said Robinson.
For accreditation, the department needs 45 terminals for use
by computer science· majors.
There are currently 45 terminals
housed in the department, but
they are used by students in other
areas of study as well, said
Robinson.
"We're probably less than half
of where we need to be," said
Robinson .
"It's very, very important,"
said Mathematical Sciences and
Technology Dean Jerry Tunheim
referring to the department's
interest in national accreditation.
"We're going to do everything we
can to· get national accreditation
for ccimputer science.
"As an outsider coming in, I
look at our equipment budget. ..
(and) it is extremely small, said
Tunheim who is new at Eastern.
''There is· going to have to be
some increases in the equipment
budget if we are going to remain
current in today's technology." ·
Requirement for national accreditation also include a minimal number of courses to be
taught: The computer science
department has been gro~ing

--

- .....,

very rapidly despite entrance
requirements fixed to the department.
"We still haven't got all the
faculty we need to teach all the
course," said Robinson.
·Graduate students are teaching
classes beyond what the department would like 'to have them
teach. For national accreditation, computer science students
are required to take courses in
physics and other sciences;. those

departments are also short of
faculty, said Robinson.
In the past, computer science
and other related departments
have gotten equipment through
federal agencies and donations
from private companies, said
Tunheim.
"We have some awfully nice
equipment h~re," said Tunheim.
"There are some things we cannot get as gifts. We need more
state money."

9111 st St.

235-8405
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Cross Country Skiing.
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Tub of Tots
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I
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I
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Racing Equipme~r
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• _Sales • Lessons • Rentals
• Alpine & Nordic Fashions• ...
• Sierra Designs • Ascente

1

Try our best-kept secret
(our lunch special)

Complete
Packages
. at
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: Any 1/2 Sandwich, Chips & Salad I

•,

Reg. $162.00

\.
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•
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editorial .
Positive changes are due
in coming Orsmby era
Last week, while attending EWU 2000 Pre-Planning Committee's
first meeting, I made quite an astounding observation.
I predict, after the next academic year has come to a close we will
look back, those of us who are still here, and recollect with awe the
positive changes that have taken place in the university's policy
making.
.
This may be quite an observation to come out of one meeting with
one university committee. It may also look to be a premature
prediction. Well, I agree. It may look that way, but I feel so strongly
about this one, I couldn't wait to make it.
When I see a member of a major policy-making body on this
university acting as if he has a conscience, which does not happen
all that often, I want to be the first to tell them and everyone else.
Also, the prediction may not be too far off base considering the
man I am talking about, EWU Trustee Mike Ormsby, is due to
become the chair of the board next year.
Although Ormsby is quite a bit younger than his peers on the
board, he possesses a sense of responsibility and maturity
uncommonly found in a man his age. His guidance of the
pre-planning committee has spawned hope that the ·committee's
work will be successful and well-regarded by the university
community.
During the pre-planning committee meeting, Ormsby was able to
successfully present a compromise between different views of
faculty and ad~istration representatives; something practically
unheard of.m-present trustee leadership.
Administration representatives, Vice President-Extended Programs Gordon Martinen and Vice President and Provost for
Academic Affairs Duane Thompson both pulled for bringing in an
outside consultant tQ advise the committee how to go about setting
up a process of planning. Faculty representative, Faculty
Organization President Bob Gibbs, maintained the university's own
personnel in the planning department "can certainly tell us how to
plan.''
Ormsby's compromise, to utilize a combination of both on-campus and outside resources in the committee's effort is proqably
more brilliant than it sounds. It is brilliant in its simplicity, yet it
shows Ormsby's ability and willingness to use all committee,
resources and his sense of fairness . None of the committee
members alone could have come up with such an idea, yet as a
whole, under Ormsby's guidance, the committee was able to take a
step forward.
The last and most glowing bit of brilliance.of all can be found in
Ormsby's words: an outside consultant is needed to insure we
maintain objective and well-balanced planning.
Ormsby's ideas and ideals are a long-awaited breath of fresh air
in what has become a stagnant environment of non-compromise and
non-objectivity.
_
I await the coming of the Ormsby era as a child awaits
Christmas: with great hopes of good thi~gs to come.
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To the Editor • • •
Teachers union says thanks
Thank you for your recent editorial supporting
the EWU faculty 's position that President H.
George Frederickson should resign ( "Where do
we stand now that it's all over," Nov. 7) . Even
more important is that y;ou understand some of
the reasons for the vote, such as doubts that
Frederickson can be effective without causing
unnecessary conflicts and the feeling he is out of
touch with the faculty.
We agree that students should be the primary

concern, and that the current conflict is not in
their best interest. Just as it is easier to replace a
baseball manager than mQst of the players, the
easiest solution to the current problem would be
for Frederickson to resign .
Bill Rottmayer
President, EWU / AFT
Neal Groenen
President, EWU / AHE

Colege Press Service

Chris LeBlanc
Associate Editor

'Date rape' awareness
needed on campuses
The fear of sexual assault has become a reality that lurks in the
minds of most women when they walk a dark street alone. But at a
party or on a date with a friend, most girls would like to think
they're in safe company.
Proving this to the contrary is the growing number of "date rape"
cases being reported on college caµipuses across the country.
Sexual assaults are not confined to dark alleys. They can also be
the end of a "perfect" date with a not-s~mysterious stranger.
According to a study taken over a th'.ee-year period, one quarter
of college women today have been the victims of rape or attempted
rape, and almost 90 percent of them knew their assailants.
It's easy to realize a rape has occurred if a stranger attacks you
on the street. But the line isn't quite as clear when a college coed
invites a boy into her dorm room for a few beers, and things start to
get hot and heavy. She wants to stop but he doesn't and forces her to
have sex.
·
This scenario illustrates how confusing the term "rape" can be.
Because some women don't believe it's possible to be sexually
assaulted by a "friend," many don't even realize they have actually
been raped. Or, if they do realize it, they are made to believe that
maybe they led him on and the assault was partly their own fault.
It's true that at times a girl may give the wrong impression, but if
she says stop, that's probably the smartest thing to do. The old
"boys will be boys" defense won't hold up in court, and as reports of
date rape cases become more common, that may just be where it
ends up.
In a campus situation, where coed dorms tend to lead more casual
relationsh7.ps between men and women, the date rape issue is one
that should be addressed by the school.
Because the number of sexual assaults is on the rise, several
universities have already developed programs specifically addressing date rape. One of these is Washington State University which
coordinates an educational program with their campus police called
''When Sex Becomes A Crime.'' The program is aimed at different
groups on campus, reminding them that any intercourse without
consent is considered rape in Washington.
·
Programs such as WSU's have an important message. College
students, both male and female, need to realize there is a fine line
between fun and games and sexual assault. If both partners aren't
willing to go the distance, then neither one shoulq.
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Just a thought

E~perts say <;omet ~~lley
WIii be very d1sappo1nt1ng
by Chad Huts on

Weird Al Yankovic .
Even the name strikes terror to the hearts in the world of rock and
roll.
Weird Al has made a somewhat lucrative career with " rock
parodies "--ta kin g a soundtrack to a popular song and rewriting the
lyric . ome of his more noteworthy tunes have incl uded 'I Lost On
Jeopardy, " " Eat It," and hi s latest endeavor , " Like a Surgeon." I had
hoped h was goi ng lo do th last one--anything to ta ke a cheap s hot at
Ma donna (even the name mak s m e want to vomit).
W II ince Al like to tak perfectly good songs a nd fold, spindle and
mutilate them , I decided to writ him a letter. It goes something like
thi ...
Dear Al,
Hi. Thought I'd drop you a line. How 's the wife, kids, dog , wild
Peruvian aa rdvark , Tasmanian devi l, etc .
Ca me across something the other night that might appeal to you.
Since your thing is rock parodies , I'm sending you a list of titles--some
stuff a few local strange people have concocted around here. Read the
list--it's ri ght up your line ...
" We Are the Hurled " by the WWF for Ethiopian wrestler .
"Boom Boom--Out Goes the World " by Mikhail Gorbachev and Ron
Reagan.
" Ding , Dong, the King is Dead ," by the EWU Faculty Choir.
"We-Drop " by the Flashers.
" Where, Oh Where Did Our P a rking Lot Go" by the HEC Day
Students.
" We Built This City ( For the Bagwhan )" the Rajneeshes.
'Petition Dri ve" Gary Roberts a nd the Student Five .
"I' m Sorry (B ut I Ain't Goi n' owhere )" nr. F a nd the Electric
Boa rd of Trustee .
o if you get a chance, give some of these a spin. You may want to
take som e of these groups on the road with you .
As fo r me , let sta lk road trip 10 percent.. .

**********

EWU Events
THURSDAY , November21

Cross-country ski and wax repair , 7 to 9 p.m. , Spokane ICNE.
EWU Jazz Ensemble, 8 p.m ., PUB MPR
Play : "Tartuffe," 8 p.m ., University Theatre.
FRIDAY, November 22

Jazz-A-Rama Vocal Jazz Festival , 8 p.m ., SHW Auditorium'.
Women 's Basketball : EWU vs . Utah, 7:30 p.m ., Pavilion.
EWU Wrestling : Boise Tournament, all day, Boise, Idaho.
Play : "Tartuffe," University Theatre, 8 p.m .
SA TU RDA Y, November 23

Kiddies Movie: "Snowball Express, " 1 p .m ., PUB MPR, 12 and under
50 cents ; 13 and over, $1.
Cross-country ski trip, 8 a .m . to 6 p .m .
EWU Wrestling : Boise Tournament, all day , Boise, Idaho.
Play : " Tartuffe," University Theatre 1 8 p.m.
Jazz-A-Rama Vocal Jazz Festival, 9 a.m . to 6 p.m ., SHW Aud.
Men's Basketball: EWU . vs. Wisconsin-Green Bay, 7:30 p.m.,
Pavilion.
Volleyball: MWAC Championships, to be announced .
Women's Basketball : Nagler Tournament, all day , Pavilion.
SUNDAY, November 24

Cross-country ski trip, 13 a.m. to 6 p .m.
MONDAY, Nov em her 25

Men's Bas~etball: EWU vs . N. Arizona, 6:30 p .m ., Pavilion.
TUESDAY, November 26
Ski movies, 3 to 5 •,,. m ., OER PUB 119

Undergraduate a {fairs, 3 to.5 p.m. , PUB 3B.
ASEUW meets '31,o 6 p.m. PU.8 Council Chamber.
Women 's Basketha.U: EWU vs . Idaho, 7:30p.m ., Pavilion .
WEDNESDAY, November27
Film: " Chillysmith Farm, " noon, MON 114.

· Cross-country ski class, noon to 2 p.m., PE complex.
Men 's Basketball: EWU vs. Boise State, 7:30 p .m ., Pavilion.
.

---

News Editor
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In a few weeks the most popula r co rn et of all time will make a
r are appearance to earthlings,
but ex perts a re saying it probably wo n't be very s pectacul ar.
Com - l Halle y ( pronounced
Hawll ey) wil l b een in our skies
after 76 years of orbiting the ·olar
ys t rn .
" There wil l be a big di a ppointment when you ee it, or try to see
it
aid E ileen Sta rr , director of
the planetarium at Eastern .
Due to the distance between
ea r th and the cornet, and li ght
a nd air pollution , it will be visible
only with an optical aid or when
the cornet is at its brightest.
To com et spectators, Starr suggested getting as far south as
possible because city lights will
make it almost impossible to see
the comet. Another visibility
problem is caused by our horizon.
" We won't see much of the
cornet here because at its brightest point it will be only two
degrees above our horizon or two
fingers held sideways above the
horizon , so that every hill or tree
wi ll obstruct the view " Starr
said.
Starr suggested that using a
telescope or binoculars will help.
The cornet will not be roar ing
across the sky with a big tail
behind it like many people beli eve . Cornet Halley will appear
with other stars in the ni ght s ky
and its position wi ll cha nge from
night to night.
" You won 't see any big thunderous cornLt raci ng across the
s ky, most people will be very
disappointed. ' said Starr .
Scientists across the world will
be ve ry interested in the comet
because it may help them a nswer

Lllustration by Bradd Skubina

some important questions , such
Comet Halley 's return trip this
as whether thei r theory of a
year is due to its orbit.
cornet being a " dirty iceball " is
A comet travels around the
right.
universe much like a planet,
Starr described a cornet as a
) except a cornet 's path is cigarlarge chunk of ice embeddeg with s haped and t he co ur se can
rocks and sand . As it approaches
change if it passes the gravitathe sun , the comet goes through
tiona l pull of a planet too closely .
s ublimation (the act of a solid
" Sometime the course ma y
going to a gas state without
change and the cornet cou ld hit a
pas ing through a li quid state,
pla ne t , like arth , ' Sta rr predi ctimi lar to dry ice ). The tail
ed.
behind a cornet is the vapor from
If the cornet do
hit earth , a
the olid iceball.
dust cloud would envelope the
cientists are also hoping to
atmos phere cutting off the sun 's
learn more about the composition
rays . Th is would create what
of comets to d termine if they
xpert ca ll a nuclear wi nter
had a nything to do with the origin
where all vegetation and animals
of the solar system.
di becaus th food chain i s
disrupted said Starr.
Scientists la t studied Comet
Hall ey when it appeared in 1910
" Many feel that comets ha ve
as ea rth passed through the tail
be n the ca uses of mass extinctions , like the dinosaurs ," sa id
of the cornet. Becau e the tai l has
Starr .
poisonous ga ses in it , several
The be t time to view the comet
people in 1910 predicted that a ll
is from the middle of November
the life on earth would perish .
through the middle of January .
Comet pills and gas masks sold
More southern states will be able
rapidl y in the scare , but gasses
to view Halley's through March.
had no e ffect on earth.
3

AIA fiefended by student
A funny thing hapr,ens when I
take off my rose-colored glasses .
The sky stays blue. Perhaps
more amusing i that information
is still information ,' Fegardless of
the source.
Of late, a great roar has
sounded through the ivory canyons of academia. The creation of
a group called Accuracy in Academia seems to be the root of this
recenl clamor. Though its title is
a misnomer , its goal is' quit
si mple . They actively gaJher info rma tion of course content a nd
make a subjective judgement a
to the li beral bias of the class.
This information and v rd ct i
then m ade available to tudents .
If a professor is consistantly
presenting views tha t AIA deems
" Ii beral" then he is listed as a
liberal by the organizalion .
So far the whole situation

by Berke Breathed
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seems quite simple. T 1e AIA , in
response to a conservative attitude in this country , is providing
information (regardless of how
biased ) to help students chart the
course the choose for their
education. Since course-content
information is not provided in
quarterly course selection bulletin , and si nce many classes offered are not written up in the
univer ity cata log or a re described in the vaguest of term .. This
xtra information may be the
only criteria a student h a to
mak an informed hoi ce betw en e t!ral classes .
Her is where I start getting
onfused . Whether I agree with
the politi a l po ition of AIA is not
re l ant, th y a re pro iding inform at ion that n akes me -a more
ophisticated education consumer . As for the professors, th a re
more able to design and target
their cour es for tl1eir' students . It
seems like a reasonable situation, so why all the fuss? No one
is hurt and everyone benefits .
I read an article about witch
burning and McCarthy-like black
listing . I hear about restricted
.1cademic freedom and dangerous potential. Students who collaborat · with the AIA are called
spies, informants and monitors.
I've seen· comparisons to George
Orwell's thought police. Only in

the politi cal arena can s. ch
si mpl e issues be more over dramatized .

It seems that the participants
on this issue need to step back
and look the situatio n over instea d of bemoaning a ll edged infring ments of their fr eedom .
The press needs to refrain from
throwing around old worn out
c liches and rely on their common
en e and not sen eles indignation .
Calli ng the AIA names won 't
make it go away. It could not
exi t if it w r
not for a
gras -roots suppor t.
Maybe ·ome ins tructors need
o realize that what was perceived important in the 60's and 70'
1s no longer important in the 80 ' .
Maybe students need to go to a
prJ pective ins tructor and ask
about course content, thus bypassing the AIA . Maybe the AIA
should be a llowed to provide the
servi,ee it is designed to provide.
And just maybe students are
bright enough to sort through
both liberal and conservative hog
wash and form bright , informed
attitudes .

Dean Dudley
Student

.I
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Brew review
by Jess Walter
Easterner Staff

As any beer connoisseur
knows , all beer is not the same.
There is good beer, there is bad
bPer, there is expensive beer,
a nd , most importantly for the
average college student, there is
cheap beer . With that in mind I'd
like to present the " Inexpensive
Guide To Inexpensive Beer .' '
Prices and tastes may vary .
BEERS FOR LEFTOVER
FINANCIAL AID MONEY AND
TEXT BOOK REFU.NDS:

Buckhorn Beer-;-A rugged
brew, Buckhorn appeals to the
out-of-work logger in all of us . It
blends well with most red meats
and all types of chewing tobacco.
It's a bit expensive however at
$3.99 by the ½ case. Three stars.
Schaeffer Beer--Mmmmmm .
Mmmmmm. Let your hair down
and really enjoy this beer which
tastes suspiciously like the stalk
of wheat pictured on the can. A
half rack at $3.79 is just too
expensive though. Two stars .
Schmidt Beer--Brilliant packaging combines with a fine light
taste to make a beer that really

sticks with you. It's unpretentious and is perfect for a night of
frolic in front of the TV, $3.79.
Four stars (four and a half for the
mallards ).
BEERS FOR THE ENO-OFTHE-QUARTER-BANK-ACCOUN T-RLUES :

Black Label Beer--Raaaancid!
This beer will make you forget
those finals that you bombed, but
I'd almost rather have the finals .
If you don 't really care what you
drink , then the $3.59 that you 'll
pay for a half case is a bargain .
One star .
Bohemian Club Beer--A happy
nippy little beer that reaches up
and makes you take notice of it
Boehmian Club is perfect for
those quiet , adult eveni ngs.
" More Bohemian dear? " The
best buy of all at $3.29. Four and a
half stars.
DESPERATION BEER:

Generic Beer--You only have
three dollars left? Beer Beer· is
for you. Not much you can say
about' this beer that isn 't on the
can. It's sort of embarrassing to
buy though, $2.99. Two stars.

EWU's Jazz Dancers will be featured Saturday night at the International Student Association's
dance to benefit the Inland Empire African Famine Relief Program. The dance begins at 9 p.m. in
the PUB Multi-Purpose Room. Admission price is $1.

Campus
News
Briefs
Duet performs
EWU Program Read will
sponsor a series of readings
and critiqu~s of a number of
outstanding children's books
in PUB Commuter Lounge A.
various EWU faculty will
read from and talk about
books.
For further information,
contact Sue Wallace, 359-2379.

Kurt Lash and Kevin Loomer, The Thursday Night Club,_
will present two or,iginal comedy,, satire and social commentary concerts for Eastern
students on Thursday, Nov. 21.
The duet wiJJ perform from
11:30 a.m . to 12:30 p.m. i~-the
PUBMPRandagainat9p.m.
in the Morrison Streeter MPR.
The event is sponsored by ,,
Inter Varsity and admission is
Two graduate scholarships
free.
• are cur,rently available for
Eastern students.
·
,O:r'-.:1,m
The James Rippeteau Schol~"
arsffip and the F.H. Knight ·
Parents looking for the·rigbt
Sebo arship will be awarded
ehristmas gift for their child~
spring quarter 1986. They will
ren may, find belpfuladvice·at
each be for resident, graduate
.• . tpe Cqr_istmas Books for Chi_ldtµition for one academic year.
• 1ren ser1~.
Students must be attending
Dun.rm the w~k of nee. 2 l Eastem as a full-time \student
.P tro~) 5, from · t .to .'2. p.m., ·', spring qlplrter J.986t ha~~ ati

Grad spo'ts oper1

Pro

Read

least 3.5 GPA in all study past
the bachelor's degree, and be
admitted to a mc.lster's program.
Application deadline is Feb.
14, 1986, and application forms
are available in the Financial
Aid and · Scholarship office,
Showalter 125.

SAA slide show
The city of Spokane Affitmative Action-Department will
present a tape/slide presentation on Tuesday, Nov-. 26 at
1:30 p.m. on t~e second floor
~ lounge of Monroe Hall, and
again at 3 p.m. at the I;,ong
House.
The presentation will deal
w:itb over ~ entry-level positions within the city of Spc►,

kane. All interested students
are encouraged to attend. .. ·
'

1.,

;

TheNa~
Needs,Your Head In·The Clbuds.
The Navy needs people in the sky who can think fast. Pilots to fly the
world's rnost sophisticated aircraft and flight officers to control the
complicated weapons and
~---navig~tion _syst~ms on board. '- _.._:-~ ~ ~
~
Both Jobs require advanced
~~
~~~
5
training. And both jobs
--·___ _- .... \.J""f.
~
reward you with the kind _~~_;:---.::: . - :
- ~:___~~~of management respon- . .____ ----t:.'sibility and leadership authority it takes to make your
career take off.
To qualify. you must have a
BA or BS, be no more than 28. be able to pass aptitude and physical
examinations. qualify for security clearance and be a U.S. citizen.
Your base pay is above $30.000 after only four years. On top of that,
you'll receive an outstanding benefits pack~ge: 30 days' paid vacation
earne each year. medical and dental care, low-cost life insurance,
and tax-free allowances.

~

If you've got a good head on your shoulders and high hopes for the
future. find out more about becoming a member of the Naval
Aviation Team.
NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT . SEAi TLE
750U !;ANU POINT

w•v

N .E .

NAVAL STATION . BLOG . 30
SEATTLE. WA 98115
I 20451 526-3043
TOLL FREE
1-800- 562 - 4009 WITHIN WA
1-800- 426 - 3626 OIJTSIO E: WA

_Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast._
.'

.• , ..

•,,

I
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Physics prof Jim Marshall
cooks up a tasty pastime
Later on, Marshall combined
his talents and taught a home
economics class called " Physics
in the Kitchen ," which taught
about watts and microwaves and
some of the simple chemical
reactions lhal take place in cooking.

still trying to put together a book
or recipes with fellow Cheney
Wearing a flowered apron and
residents Isabel Green and Paul
a chef's hat that says, "Kiss The
Quinnett. "We call it 'the ArguCook ," Jim Marshall hardly
ment Cookbook ' .. . because every
looks like a college physics protime we get together , her way of
fessor.
doing it and my way of doing it
But along with leaching photoends up in a big fight," said
graphy and astronomy, Marshall
Marshall, chuckling.
likes lo spend his time cruising
Marshall 's interest in cooking
Eastern 's resident gourmet
grocery store aisles and experiwas spawned by his family 's
says
he's not overly impressed by
menting with new recipes.
Spanish cook who introduced him
Spok~ne
restaurants, but he isn 't
Marshall, who has harbored an
lo Mexican food .
a
critical
customer when he does
avid interest in the culinary arts
" For the first few weeks she
dine out. He says he is much
since he was in high school, gets a
would ask me what I wanted for
more conscious of the atmoschance to showcase his gourmet
breakfast. I'd tell her I wanted a
phere than the food .
couple of scrambled eggs, bacon
skills once every quarter when he
" If you really stop to think
and toast. What she would come
prepares lunch for students and
about
the most memorable meal
faculty in the home economics
back with was my order plus
you 've ever had , you're probably
cooking lab.
,,,
frijoles , tortillas and everything
not going to remember what you
Last week about 50 hungry
she thought I should have for
ate.
It was the ambiance, the
people were treated to his crebreakfast, " Marshall said with a
conversation,
the people you
ation of "Tuscan Seafood Stew"
laugh.
were with that you remember,"
made with the help of the Foods 1
"They were wonderful breakMarshall noted.
class .
f.-1::1s, ;md I wanted to learn how .
Although he has entertained
He began preparing the lunchtu do tJ.~," he remembered.
the idea, Marshall says he has no
es about six years ago.
Sin~(e then, he's taken several
plans to open a restaurant of his
· "It just became traditional for
cookil1g courses, done some exown because "to run a restaurant
me to do that once a quar~er,"
perimenting and developed an
is probably the original 18-hour
Marshall said.
appetizing flair for cooking. He
day if you do it right."
Originally, the lunches were
says he doesn't have a "specialHis most popular recipe to
given for free, but budget cuts
ty,'' but he does claim to make
date, he said, has been chicken
have forced him to charge $2.50
the best salad dressings around
served with two mustard sauces-per plate these days--st.ill about
and he especially enjoys cooking
strictly a recipe for the Foods 2
half of what a restaurant would . Mexican food.
classes ,because the sauces are
charge, he says .
"I'm a terrific Mexican food
tricky to make.
Marshall was coaxed to the
cook," he enthused.
Although he still gets requests
home ec. department by Kay
After finishing a day of classes · for the dish, Marshall hesitates to
Covert, who used to have a
at Eastern, Marshall says he
make it again because "there's
university-sponsored cable TV
likes going to the grocery store to
enough recipes in the world for
shoe, "Cooking with Kay."
"see what looks good." Then he
you to eat a different meal three
"She heard about me somegoes home and fixes dinner. He
times a day for twenty or thirty
where and asked me to do somesays his wife, Betty, is a "wonlifetimes.''
thing with her on one of the TV
derful cook in her own right," but
And from all these recipes, how
segments," he said. "We ended
added that he does most of the
will he decide what will be on the
up doing about 16 of the shows."
cooking ever since she served
menu next?
The next thing you know, Marhim "something. with ·carrots and
" It's hard," he says, " I'll fret
shall said, he was doing some
raisins in it."
on and off for the. next two or
- guest lecturing to her Foods 1 and
Marshall, who says he reads
three months what I'm going to
2 classes.
cookbooks like bedtime stories, is
do for Winter quarter."
by Molly Anselmo
Editor

"Instant l'rintin11 - Whilr )°t>u Watch·•

Photo by Steven G. Smith

Jim Marshall samples his "Tuscan Seafood Stew."

OWL PHARMACY
120 F St.

GET READY FOR CHRISTMAS
25% off
Any Revlon Fragrance
in Stock
Offer expires 12-13-85

...

..,

Dr. L. Brendt Park, 0.0., P.S., Doctor of Optometry
Dr. Dale Schnibbe, 0.0.

NTANNING BED
10 Visits $27.00

11

• exams

11

VINCE NOVAK
OWNER
3190 N. DIVISION
SPOKANE, WA

99207

327.a938

WITH COfNNECT!IONS NORTH & SOUTH .

THANKSGIVING CHARTER BUS
DEPIRtr: FROM PUB, · wE□., NOV. 27, 1:00 P.M.
REliURN: FROM SEATTLE, SUN., IDEC. 1, 1 P.M.

II

CHENEY

235-5127

...

N. 7 WALL ST.
SPOKANE, WA
99201
624-1289

EWU TO SEATTLE

• glasses
• hard & soft contact lenses
•_~por!~ vis!on

* We cater ta $'tUdents' hours *

1'JICHAEL'S
301 2nd Street
Cheney, WA
Open Evening

235·-8441

625 '8 ' St . across from
Cheney Medical Center

SENIORS:
DO IT NOW!!
FREE PHOTO SITTINGS FOR All SENIORS
AT REGISTRATION
Have your free portrait in the 1986 Aquila
and order your own portraits in time for Christmas gil't-giving
• All Seniors will receive FREE
photo sittings during Advance
Reglstr■ tion In Showalter 109,
November 25-December 13, 10
e.m.-3p.m.
•

S■ nlors at the Spokane Center
will receive FREE photo sit •
tings at the Spokane Center,
Dec. 2•5, 5 p.m.•B p.m.

• All underclassmen and gradu•
at ■ students buying the
AQUILA will receive FREE
photo sittings In Winter
Quarter, January 12·26.

• All portraits will be taken by
THE PICTURE PEOPLE, pro•
fesalonal photographers from
Rosewood City, California.

LIMITEID SPACE
PAID RESERV~TIONS CLOSE NOV. 25
CALii': BOOK & BRUSM - 235-4701

ALL STUDENTS:
. Order your 1986 AQUILA at registration
at the low price of $18.00.

00·N 'T WAIT UNTIL IT'S TOO LATE!

1

~~~986 ~ue"la ________________

...
I•
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uh-freezing temperature didn't deter
Eagle booste1rs from
rshowing their · spi~it at
he Homecoming game
· ast Saturday. ,
Delta Omega frat
members, led by Thayne
Stone, finished the final
leg of a Cheney-to-Spokane · relay t~ bring in
the game ball. N n. 44,
Jamie Townsend, ran
up a career-be~t 210
yards during the game.
Coach Dick Zornes
seemed pleased with
Eastern 's performance,
consoling a Montana
coach after the Eagles'
52-19 victory. .

I
t
r,
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Townsend brilliant

Eastern blows out Montana Grizzlies 52-19
Sophomore tailback Jamie
Townsend exploded for 210 yards
rushing and four touchdowns as
the Eastern Eagles broke open a
tight contest with 38 second-half
points to destroy the Montana
Grizzlies, 52- 19, Saturday afternoon in Albi Stadium .
Eastern's hom ecoming victory
b fore 1,975 fri gid fan s sa w Eagle
qua rterback Rick Worman have
another fine rlay with 249 yards
pass in g a nd two touchdowns ,
while his favorit target, flank er
Kevi n Larew , ha ul ed in s ix passes for 1'.:!1 yards a nd a touchdown .
Coach Di ck Zornes ex pla ined
the Ec1gle 's slow start.
'Our ga me plan was to be
conservative on offense in the
ea rl y going ," said Zornes . " We
wa nted to run the ball more in the
early stages of the game, hoping
to wear them down .
· " Two turnovers and bad individual breakdowns on defense led
to two touchdowns early for them
CUM ). We didn 't put enough
pressure on their passer early
ar ·4 we missed some tackles. Our
tackling was ... a good word would
be 'not great,' but 'crappy' would
be a great word . But, after they
turned it over a couple of times, it
was all over. "
Larew snared a 32-yard pass
from Worman in an eight-play
scoring drive that Townsend carried the ball six times including
the final 2 yaras that put Eastern
up7-0 late in the first quarter .
Football/baseball star Chris
Isaacson recovered a fumble on
the ensuing kickoff, but Eastern
was squelched on the first play of
a golden opportunity when Worman's lob was intercepted at
Montana's 17 .
Montana mounted a nice drive
that was capped when quarterback Shanon Mornhinweg drilled
receiver Terry White over the
middle for 47 yards and a 7-7 tie .
Eastern immediately geared
up their next possession, driving
80 yards in seven plays. Worman
found himself pressured on thirdanJ-four from midfield and wise-

stepped out of a tackle, got
outside and streaked down the
left sideline on a classic 43-yard
touchdown sprint , boosting EWU
ahead 14-7.
Before a muffed extra-point,
Montana scored after fiv e plays
on their next possess ion with a
38-yard touchdown pa ss , 14-13
Eastern going into intermission .
Townsend already had 121 yards
a nd two touchdowns at the halftim e gun .
Montana took the opening poss ssion of the second half deep
into Eagle territory befor e safety
Garrick Redden ma de pe rhaps
the biggest play of the game with
a vital interception .
Townsend went in for his third
strai ght EWU touchdown from
four ya rds out a t 11 : 09 of the third
quarter in a seven-play , 67-yard
scoring drive . The biggest play of
the dr ive came from Worman,
who scrambled 26 yards down to
the Grizzlies ' four, setting up
Townsend 's touchdown jaunt and
Eastern 's 21 -13 lead.
Mopta_na came back their next
possession for their last score of
the afternoon, and after failing to
knot the contest with a two-point
conversion, found themselves
trailing 21-19.
Cornerback Darryi. Hunter's
interception set up the first of
Eastern 's five unanswered
scores . With superb field position
at Montana's 25 following Hunter 's swipe, Worman hit Larew
for 11. After two Townsend runs,
Worman finished a quick fourplay touchdown-drive that took
little over a minute with a scoring
pass to receiver Craig Richardson for a 28-19 Eastern ~dvantage
after thr~e quarters .
Forcing Montana ,to punt after
three consecutive unsuccessful
plays, EWU began a drive which
could be titled, " The Jamie
Townsend Show .'' Townsend ran ,
juked, feinted and finessed his
way to all 51 yards in the scoring
march on runs of 6, 9, 16 and the
final 20 for his fourth touchdown
in the game to propel Eastern up
35-19.
The streamlined 5-foot-11, 170
pound lightening bolt is 23 yards

ly scrambled to a first down to
the Grizzlies' 43. It was a thing of
beauty from here, as on the
Eagles' next play, Townsend

away from becoming only the
third player in EWU history to
rush for 1,000 yards.
After an Eric Stein 25-yard

by ,Jeff Wark
Sports Editor

EWU wrestlers have been putting the hurt on opponents.

Fra·nk Staudenraus makes a lunging tackle in Saturdays 52-19 win.
field goal, linebacker Chris Seidel
tipped a Montana pass into the
hands of safety Russ Elliott to
give the Eagles outstanding field
position at Montana's 23.
Following a short Townsend
run, Worman threw his second
touchdown pass of the game to a
juggling Mark Gehring from 21
yards out, punctuating a brisk
two-play drive that took Jittle
over half a minute at 8:41 of the
fourth quarter, elevating EWU to
a 45-19 score .
Montana had a good drive

underway late in the fourth quarter before Elliott pounced on a
loose ball at Eastern 's 28-yard
line .
Reserve quarterback Rob
'James display~d his value to the
team by driving them 72 yards in
12 plays capped by his 21-yard
touchdown pass to Larew that
shot the final to 52-19.
Along with Townsend , Worman
can break an impressive record if
he throws for 266 yards next
Saturday against Idaho State to
become EWU 's all-time passing

photo by Steven G. Smith
yardage leader .
The Eagles racked up 27 first
downs en route to an imposing 620
total net yards . Bill Altena , Rob
Freise and Seidel lead the Eagles
in tackles with eight each . While
Mark Cordes, Redden, Elliott and
Hunter all registered interceptions .
Eastern improved their playoff
chances with the big victory by
moving from thirteenth to eleventh in the national poll ranking
that selects 12 teams to its
post-season tournament.

Wrestlers undefeated
Shutouts are commonplace in
hockey and soccer. A little less
common in football. But in wrestling? Hardly ever.
Obviously, Eastern Washington University's unbeaten wrestling team doesn 't realize that, as
the Eagles registered their second shutout in four dual matches
last Friday with a 55-0 thumping
of Highline Community College
at Reese Court. It was the second

photo by Steven G. Smith

of the season for the Eagles ,
which defeated the University of
Alberta 54-0, Northern Montana
21-12 and the University of Calgary 45-10 in the team's other
three dual matches .
Eastern which is at a tournament at Boise State University all
day this Saturday, also competed
last Saturday at the North Idaho
Junior College takedown tournament in Coeur d 'Alene . The
Eagles came away with four
individual champions and 11
placewinners in their best effort
ever in the tournament. No team
scores were kept.
Freshman Mark Bonthuis won
the 167-pound weight class and
was named the tournament's
outstanding wrestler . He outscored his opponents in ta kedowns 21 -2 while winning all fiv e
of his match e to up his season
record to 8-1 .
Heavyweight Rocky Fiss elte
successfully defended his title
and upped his season record to
9-0. He is now the lone unbeaten
wrestler on the Eagles ' squad
this season .
Other EWU champions were
Ale x Raptis at 142 pounds and
Todd Koellen at 134. Raptis fin ished second las t year and Koel len finished third in each of the
previous two seasons .
Shawn Burk e , EWU 's 118 pounder, won five matches in a
row at the tournament to up his
unbeaten streak this se;:. -0n to
nine matches, but was upset in
the finals by Nor. ·," rn Montana 's

Mike Mazurkiewicz. Burke had
defeated the Northern Montana
wrestler in last week 's dual
match.
Other top records this season
for the Eagles include 126-pounder Bjorn Anderson at 7-1 , 158pounder ScotL ,Jones at 7-2 , K,oellen at 7-1, Raptis at 8-1 and Duane
Zamora at 6-2. Raptis leads in
takedowns with 36, Zamora and
Anderson lead with three pins ,
and Anderson has registered a
team-high eight near falls .

SPORTS SCHEDULE
Friday,

ov . 22

Men 's Hoop : vs . Seattle at
Reese Court, 7:30p .m .
Women 's Hoop : vs . Utah a t
Ree e Cour t, 5:45 p.m .
aturday ,

ov. 23

Football : at Idaho State in
Pocatello, 6:30 p.m . (PST )
Men 's Hoop : vs . Wis .-Gr en
Bay at Reese Court, 7: 30 p.m .
Wrestling : at Boise State T urnam ent all day

CORE BOARD
Football

EWU 52 Montana 19 (at Albi
Stadium in Spokane )
Volleyball

EWU def. Ida ho 15-12 16-14,
15-4.
Idaho State def. EW' . 7-15,
18-16, 15-9 15-7.
EWU def. Weber State 15-3,
15-8, 11-15 15-8.
Wrestling

EWU 55, Highline Cuu1munity
Colle e 0.
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Ufford lookS past athletics
Steve Smith
Easterner Staff
When Sara Ufford ca me out of
Ya kima 's Da vis High School four
yea rs ago, she was highly-touted
for her athletic ability.
Four years later , she's still just
as good. In some cases, on the
court, she's better.
Now , though, in her own words ,
she 's better off the court as well.
Sara Ufford knows there 's life
after volleyball.
" I've just found out recently
that there really is," said Ufford,
the ___only senior on this year's ·,
Eagle's volleyball squad. " Now ,
I want to work counseling battered children and women or counseling minors with alcohol or
drug problems."
" She's a very intense person-sometimes so intense she gets in
her own way," said coach Pam
Parks. "But she is totally dedicated to the things important to
her--her school and volleyball."
"She's very serious about it,
literally serious. She's down· to
business,'' - said Parks. ''This
ye~r•s been gO<>d for her because
she's doing better, so she's able to
smile and laugh a little more."
. Off the volleyball floor, Ufford
has increased her attention to her
classes.
" I want to play volleyball, but I
want a good education, too. The
educ~tion is the most important,
number one in front of volleyball," said Ufford. "If I wasn't SQ
involved with my field of study, if
the professors hadn't been so
good, I'd have been dissatisfied."
Back on, the floor, Ufford has
improved the skills that led her to
be the team leader in aces and
kiJJs in her sophomore season and
second in those categories last
year. In addition, she was selected as the most valuable player in
the U.S. Volleyball Association's
by

(

.

Region 9 during the 1984 offa fraid to talk to her about how I
season .
feel, personally, school , socially ,
" i 've improved so much," sa id
whatever ," sa id Ufford of her
Ufford . "When (Parks) got her e,
mentor . " She's helped me to see
she showed us videota pes of our
things in myself I'd never seen
team from last year. When I see
befor e."
those now, I ca n say ' I don 't do
So as she nears the end of her
that anymore' because I don 't
college volleyball career, Ufford
make silly kinds of errors--I've
is beginning to bring together her
grown up and I've learned."
past as an Eagle with her future.
" Sara is an extremely dedica" One o( my biggest goals is to
ted volleyball player. She focuses
try out for a national team after
all her attention on the sport, "
college. I was hesitant at first
said Parks. " She's good to have
because our records haven't been
on the team because she's a good
that good, " said Ufford. " But I
role model for people to emufeel that I'm a's good as a lot of
late. "
girls out there playing on sucAccording to Parks, Ufford's
cessful teams."
strongest asset this season has
But what if she could do it all
been her versatility. She began
again?
" I think maybe I would apthe year as a setter, but since
proach getting an education as
then has moved back to being a
hitter, her strong suit.
more important right away,"
said Ufford. "I do fairly good in
" I'm a good hitter for my
classes, but not as well as I think
height because I have a lot of
I could. I've probably worked
power," said Ufford. " I know the
harder
at getting better grades
basics of the game and execute
them well."
·
because that's the real world and
that's what it's about.•·
"w'inning isn't so important to
"As far as volleyball is conme as is me playing well,' ' Ufford
cerned, I think I wouldn't ~ave
said. " I go out and I want to play
underestimated myself as
well ." ·
much ," Ufford said. "I -would've
Ufford's fondest memories of
had fire in my eyes more than I
Eastern have been coming to
did as a freshman and' sophoCheney and starting as a freshman·and of her team and coach
this season.
"I think this team has been the
most fun for me (to be on)
because we come from different /
backgrounds," said Ufford ... .
"Even though we're so different,
Praise can be heaped upon new
wegetalongreally well."
EWU volleyball coach Pamela
"A lot of girls, when they come
Parks after she helpe_d turn
from different atmospheres,
around the Eagles volleyball forhave a hard time expressing
tunes this past season. Thanks to
themselves and telling each other
Parks, EWU went from a 5-31
how they r~ally do feel," Ufford
record last season to a· final 11-21
stated. ''. At first, it was hard for
mark this year, and finally climbus to talk to each other, but now I
ed out of the Mountain West
think Ws a lot easier."
Athletic Conference cellar after
"Pa.m's a terrific coach. She's ·".- spending three years as the
more than just a coach. I'm not
MWACdoormat.
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more."
"This has been a great year-getting a new ~oach who has R _lot

photo by Derek Hanson
of just personal goals for us,"
Ufford concluded. "I have nothing to lose."

Spikers .doormats no longer
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Sara Ufford can serve up the aces.
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But have
in Park's
eyes,brighter.
the season
could
been even
"The season probably could
have gone better in terms of wins
and losses," she explained. "The
prob.em was finding the .right
combination .that worked. We
used numerous different lineups
during the season, but couldn't
find one that clicked until the end
of the season."
Eastern finished its season
with three victories ip its last four
matches, all against MWAC opponents. The Eagles finished 4-10

in the conference to finish ahead
of last-place Montana State.
EWU had won just 1 match in the
previous three years in the Mountain West Athletic Conference.
"W" wanted to get in the top six
in t.,e conference and win 15
matches," Parks said of her
team's goal for the season. "I
thought that was realistic, and we
could have . attained that if a
couple of things in a couple of
matches had gone our way. I
guess I was also hoping to be
surprised a little bit."
EWU lose~ only one player
from this year's team, but what a
big loss that will be. Sara Ufford
has completed her eligibility after a stellar career in which she
was a four-year starter.
"Sara has been an elite athlete
who unfortunately didn't play on
an elite team," Parks said "She
could have played for anybody
she wanted to, but she stuck with
the program. That's a real credit
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Breakfast Specials,*#

to her."
Beside~ Ufford, the remainder
of the team returns intact, including letterwinners Lorna Barr,
Kari Becker, Cheryl Chatham,
Mary l!.ynn Eschbach, Kelly Fitzg€:-!l_!j, Jolene Harwood, Sheryl
Huff, ~ennifer l{niseley, Katie
Overholser, Errin Seale and
Laurie Shulenbarger.
"The future looks good," Parks
said. "We were definitely not
ready for the season to end so
soon after we seemed to finally
put things together. We got to a
point where we could do some
things well. With most e·,erybody
returning next year, that's real
encouraging.''
Fitzgerald led the team in kills with an average of 2.9 per game,
and also led in service aces at .52
per game. Harwood led in hitting
percentage at .229 and blocking
with an average of 1.2 per game.
Ufford led in digs with an average of 20 per game; and was
second in hitting percentage
<.227 >and service aces <0.39 >.

Playoffs-~-
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Come On Down ~ Gobble Up! 'f I
Let us follow you home for the
j #
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Monday-Frid,l:/.

6:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m.

#1 :.pan~t&es, 1 eg~ .............. $1.55
#2
ISCUI S_. gra,1/y ................ $1.30
#3 Country Breakfast ......... ·.... : S2~95 .
1 biscuit with gravy, paU}' sausage
and 2 egd s

#4
#5

2 pieces trench toast. _2 eggs .... $2.15
2 pieces trench toast, 2 pieces of
of bacon ........................ S2.45
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* weekend and give Mom a break! * *
·*
WE ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
sausage links, hashbrow.0s,
*
**
** ** #6 21egg
........ _........... . ....... $1.95 *
** Than&S· 11~ g1V1ng.
• •
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*
*-------------------------*
#7 3 pancake~, -2 pieces bacon or
·*
......... : .............. $2.45
I
** ** _
*#
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**
1·
pizzas & _calzones!
_ #.I· LUNCH, olNNE~. sPec,ALs ALso-MoN.-FRt. I
*
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* No Substitutes
· ·
FREE Coffee with any Breakfast Special
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from page 11 - - - fine quarterback."
. The Bengals' defense has been
suspect lately, giving.up 88 points
in their last two games and 664
yards· in total offense to Weber
State. ISU is allowing 361.8 yards
per g~me in total offense while
compiling 459.2 itself.
"Losing a quarter:back like
they did isn't the ·easiest thing to
recover from," Zornes said.
"They've gone . through a low
period, ·but they still. have an
explosive offense. Their defen~e
isn't that bad either, it's just that
Weber State ·has probably the
best offense in the Big Sky right
1 now.''.
,F ullback Merril Hog'-· has been
a 'one-man wrecking ,ere\\' for the
~ gals this season, rushing for
- 89'l yards, catching tlO passes for
651 yards, and returning kickoffs
. for 286 •:..ore yards. Strong safety
Jami .•; Fitzgerald is the team's
leadi1.1g tackler with 87. and ls tied
for the team lead in interceptions
with four.
.,

,
would with Brenda around, " he
continued. " They'r.e.going to get
indoctrinated early , and that
should make us stronger down
the line."
Besides Souther, the only other
returning full-time starter from a
year ago is post Cristy Cochran,
who averaged 9.9 points and 6.3
rebounds. Po.s t Kathy Taylor and
wing Sonya Gaubinger were parttime starters a year ago that the
Eagles will have to rely heavily
upon in the early going.
Besides Cochran and Gaubing-

Men's hOOp to begin
.

I

Normally new eras begin with
new people . But in the case of
Eastern Washington University's
men 's basketball team , a new era
is beginning with a lot of familiar
faces. '
All four of the team 's returning
starters will again be in the
starting lineup this Friday night
when new head coach Joe Folda
unveils the 1985-86 Eagle men's
basketball squad against Seattle
University. Friday's game begins a busy six days for EWU,
which plays Wi s consin-Green
Bay on Saturday, Northern Arizona next Monday and Boise
State the- ollowing Wednesday.
All four games will be played at
7:30 p.m . at EWU's Reese Court.
Returning starters for the
Eagles include center John Randa , who averaged 9.6 points and a
team-higl: 7.9 rebounds .per game
last season. Also back is forward
Rob Otis (11.2 ppg), guard Roosevelt Brown (14.0 ppg) and p~int
guard Leroy Dean (5.3 ppg, 3.2
apg).
The lone loss from last year's
team was leading scorer Tony
Chrisman, but taking his place is
6-foot-10 David Thompson, who
averaged 3.8 points and 2.2 rebounds last year. The top sub off

the bench is Eric Patterson (Sr.,
Pleasanton, Calif.) , who scored
at a 2.7 clip per game and
averaged 4.5 rebounds .
"Havi ng those four returning
starters will really help us in our
early-season games," said Folda,
who served as interim Head
coach at EWU in 1983 and has
been an Eagle coach for eight
previous years . "But it's still
going to be very important for the
newer players to improve and
help us get better as a team.''
The drop-off in talent was
evident last Saturday when EWU
held its annual Red-White Intrasquad scrimmage. The team
comprised of the starters romped
to a 71-37 victory , with Brown
scoring 20 points and Thompson
getting 18.
This weekend the Eagles play a
· pair of inexpe.rienced tea.ms with
new coaches in Seattle and Wisconsin-Green Bay, but then take
on a pair of tough Big Sky
Conference foes early next week.
" We really don't know what to
expect this weekend," Folda admitted. "They both have new
coaches and nearly all new players. But next week we know
Northern Arizona and Boise State
will be pretty good."

the MW AC once she becomes
eligible, but for now, the Eagl~s•
will have to get along without her.
"We know she'll be'there eventually, but the thing I'm most
fearful of is th~t we need a player
like Brenda for our team to be
prepared for the type of opponents we play during the pre-season ," head coach Bill Smithpeters said of life without Brenda.
This Friday the Eagles host
Utah, followed by games against
defending MWAC champion Idaho , Portland,· Oregon State,
Washington, Wyoming, Arizona
and Northern Arizona--all quality
opposition in Smithpeters' eyes .
" But the good thing about it is
that we'll be able to see other
people in situations where they 'll
see more playing time than th~y

Any remaining hopes Eastern
Washington University's football
team has of earning an NCAA
Division 1-AA playoff berlh hinges on their performance this
Saturday when the Eagles travel
to Pocatello, Idaho, to tangle with
the Idaho State University Bengals . Kickoff is 7: 30 o.m. (Pacific
Time) in the'iSU Minidome.
Eastern , 'ranked 13th in last
week's 1-AA poll, takes a 7-2
record into Saturday's game.
Idaho State is just 5-5, but has a
38-37 victory over sixth-ranked
Idaho to its credit this season.
EWU was thumped by the same
Idaho team 42-21 three weeks
ago, but the Eagles are coming
off a 52-19 thrashing of Montana
last week. Strangely enough, Idaho State lost to the Grizzlies
earlier this season 35-29.
The Eagles hoped to rise in this
week's 1-AA poll after four teams
ahead of them lost last week . The
poll is very important in deciding
the 12-team playoff field, since
the same four-man committee
decides both the poll and playoff
teams.
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Continued on page 10

Pastoral Epistle
We live in a world broken by unshared bread.
-Approximately 25% of the world's population is chronically
malnourished.
- 70% of the world's population has 17% of the world's wealth.
-Malnutrition is the underlying cause of death in 1/3 of all
deaths of children under five years of age .
·
Because students are concerned on t his campus, we are
challenging you to give a dollar, one dollar,

$1

Half of this will be sent overseas through Church World
Service/Corp. The other half will buy peanut butter for th·e Cheney and Spokane food banks . Next month , give another $1 and
read an article on world hungef. The following montn give
another $1 and skip a meal.
The Hunger Awareness donation and information table will be
in the PUB today and tomorrow . Show that you care. Make a
difference! We learn and can learn slowly how to begin to
change the world .

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, U.S.A.
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
UNITED METHODIST CHUaCH

~

K·HOL-SE

-

N. 9TH AND ELM

CHENEY, WA 99004

(509) 235-2500

235-2732

■---------·I
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Vern Harris was lost for the
season with a knee injury and will
undergo surgery Nov. 22. The
senior had thrown for 2,035 yards
before the injury, and had established ISU career passin'g and
total offense records.
Since his injury, ISU has lost
three straight games to Boise
State, Nevada-Reno and Weber
State. The Bengals lost 46-45 last
week at home against Weber
State on a 2-yard touchdown pass
with just 14 seconds left.
Taking over the quarterback
position for ISU has been Gino
Mariani, who has completed 55of-103 passes for 679 yards and
three touchdowns . He had 270
yards against Weber State.
" We haven't seen much of
Mariani , but they're pretty high
on him," Zornes said. "They do a
good job coaching their quarterbacks so we know he has to be a

United Ministries

0

I" •

" We 're opening with two quality opponents," Smithpeters said .
"We know a lot about Idaho from
last year, and they're going to be
awfully tough again this season.
And Utah has nine people back so
. they' ll be good ."

o campw r,./nutry of ..
M.i C:Rlc..-.;-.i BAPTIST CONVENTION

__

CONGRAJUILAllONS TO:
INTRAMURI\L FLAG FOOTBALL

including one who will come off
the bench this season. Idaho ,
meanwhile , returns 10 of 11 letterwinners and four of its starters. Included is the one-two inside
punch of Mc ry Raese and Mary
Westerwelle.

PAX,
Ed

I

Come visit our convenience store

I

A lot of speculating can be done
on the part of ~WU this week,
however , head coach Dick Zornes
refuses to be a part of it all. He
knows there is one job at hand,
and that's to win Saturday in
Pocatello.
" That 's something we 're not
going to get overly concerned
about," Zornes said of the playoff
picture. "We're just going to
prepare ourselves to win a ballgame and then see what happens.
That's all we can do. "
Predicting a victory over the
Jekyll-Hyde Bengals is also out of
the question. "I think we'll have
more trouble matching up with
them than they'll have matching
up with us," Zornes said. "There
is no question in my mind that
Idaho State is an awfully fine
football team . And they're always tough in the dome.''
Idaho State suffered a major
blow at quarterback when starter

a.

1 * Fof Qua lily and Price*
1
1
I
I
CHAMPIONS

er, transfer Collette Stewart will
start at a wing and Roj Johal
takes fhe point guard position
vacated by honorable mention
All-American Lisa Comstock .
Three players are battling for the
other post position .
While EWU lacks in the experience department in the early
going, Utah and Idaho will more
than make up for it in games
against the Eagles this Friday
and next Tuesday.
The Lady Utes return nine of 12
letterwinners and two starters,
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Playoff hopes still burning

·women also underway
To illustrate the importance of,
Brenda Souther to Eastern Washington University's women's basketball team, one needs to l90k no
further than the result,. of EWU's
annual •Red-White Intrasquad
I
Basketball game last Saturday .
Souther, academically ineligible for the' first part of EWU's
pre-season schedule, played on
the Red squad while the White
squad consisted of EWU's probable starters. All she did was score
17 points and le~d the Red to a
66-62 victory .
Souther, a 6-foot-2 post from
Arlington, Wash ., was a first
team All-Mountain West Athletic
Conference performer last year
after averaging 15.3 points and
10.6 rebounds per game. She'll
again be one of the top players in
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Store address
Phone: 235-2000
Our drivers carry less
than S20.00.
Limited delivery area.

I
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c, 1M-1 Domino'• Pilla. Inc.

MEN's

WOMEN'S

HOUSE OF SMOKE

KILLIAN'S KRUISERS

We Deliver Heating Oil

Bill's f lltS
103 First - Cheney

235-4400

, T!l:JRKEY TROT, 26TH
WATER 8-BALL WINTiER QUARTE:f~~:

■.
-

I

SliANBING
1. Morrison

2 for 1 Tuesday, Nov. 26, 1985
on 01:1r Del1:1xe
BURGER
CHEESEBURGER
~DOUBLE BUBGER
DOllBILE CHEESEBURGER
WITH THIS COUPON

1st Floor 14.12

2. Dressler
4th Floor 6

. .3. Streeter
3rd Floor 4.67
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12041st
Phone Orders Welcome
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I

·---------·
235-6126
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ommittee is Richard Ferrin
who is one of the comm uni ty
member .of the board . Ferrin
will act as chairman until a
permanent one is picked in January, according to Sonneland .
Sonneland said there were
many areas of the bill the board
did not understand and needed
time to clarify their job. Advisers
to the board concerning lega l
matters will be present at thr;
next few meetings , she said.
·
" The major thrust of our first
few meetings will be defining our
roles, ' Sonneland added.
The Joint Center for Higher

Ed ucation i cha rged, b the
tat to improve the quality of
cooperation between EWU and
WSU a long with the other a rea
chool .
This hi g her e du cat ion b ill
ma kP.s the board members r esponsible for all activities r elating
to off-campus courses .
" A school will make a proposal
lo the board for a specific
program it wants offered in
Spokane. The board 's job is to
decide . whether the program
should exist, ' Sonneland c:;aid.
There are problems concerning

THESTRAPPEDJOCK

and

· ''

iii(1g!

FOR ATHLETES OR STUDENTS
ON A TIGHT BUDGET

E.W.U. STUDENTS 10% OFF
ON ALL MERCHANDISE
WITH CURRENT 1.D.
Phone
325-1701

how the board will make these
decisions and heai: r emarks for
and against the decision .
" There are still a lot of ambiguities left in the bill·that we don 't
understa nd in this area ," said
Sonneland.
The ·next board meeti ng is
scheduled for Nov . 27, in the
Chamber of Commerce building .
At this open meeting, board
members are expected to address th~ir first proposal by
WSU , however , no information
regarding the proposal was availa ble.

Council from page 1 - - - - - - - sa id McNeill . " I want lo see that
happen ."
Another concern the junior business major has is the money
Housing and Dining was spending
on PUB re novation , money that
McNeill thinks " should be spent
on things that students need , like
bike shelters ."
Council position two winner
Greg Vandenberg was very surprised about his victory over
senior Meli ssa Tolle, and he is
anxious to start his term.
' I think I ca n add something to
the counci1--professionalism in
the decision making process,"
aid Vandenberg , a third year
ophomore majoring in political
science.
Cindy Slotvig defeated wrestling tea m captain Rocky Fissette
for position six. ,Slotvig , a junior
majoring in psychology, felt that
she could obtain and relay information as a council member. ,
The official results , as approved by the Student Council Tuesday , were:
--383 votes for B.K. Stewart.
Stewart ran unapposed for position one.
--258 votes , or 56.5 percent, for

Greg Vandenberg lo 199 votes , or
43 .5 percent, for Melissa Tolle in
position two balloting.
--294 voles, or 65 .6 percent, for
Greg McNeill to 154 votes , or 34.4
percent , for Toddette Kucklick in
position three balloting.
--259 votes, or 57.4 percent, for ·
Cindy Slotvig to 192 votes, or 42.6 ·
percent , for Rocky Fissette in
position six balloting .
An amendment to change polling closing hours from 7 p.m. to
10 p.m. r eceived 326 votes , or 7.4
percent , favoring the amendment. However , in order to pass,
10 percent of the student body had
lo vote . Of that 10 percent, two
thirds of the votes had to be in
favor of the amendment. Because
of the low turn out, the · amendment failed .
Just 476, or six percent of
Eastern 's students, voted in last
Thursday 's Associated Student
Council elections, the lowest total
in three years .
Elections Director Sandy McMartin bad expected a larger
turnout for the general elections
than the 595 students (7 .6 percent) that voted during the prim·a ry one week earlier.

Oibbs suggested, since it would
take time to secure an outside
consultant, the committee seek
information from the c::lmpus'
planning department.
'' I would see the outside consultant coming in a little bit later,"
said Gibbs. "Certainly our own
people can tell us how to plan.
" If some of our local people
could point us in the right direction ... it would help us get started.
We would be in a position to ask
more intelligent questions when
the .c onsultant gets here," said
Gibbs .
Ormsby agreed with Gibbs saying the committee needs to have

questions can be asked .
There are two purposes for
bringing in an outside consultant,
said Ormsby in a later interview .
To make sure the committee
receives objective and well-balanced uggestions and to have
someone with experience in this
type of planning available for
guidance.
Ormsby assigned Gibbs to contact planning department personnel and said he would work on
lining up an outside consultant.
The committee faces a deadline
of Jan. 14 to complete their work.
The next meeting will be today at
3p.m .

Take out an
Eastern classified Committee from page
a better understanding of what
mittee 's unanimous approval ,
ad today
planning is before intelligent
but faculty representative Bob
THURSDAY , Nov. 21 , 3:00 p.m.
in room #236, Martin Hall. An
informational meeting and a
chance to examine your lifestyle to determine whether or
not you have an eating disorder and how to overcome it .
Third Thursday of every month!
Karen McKinney & Susan ,
Center for Psychological Ser-;ices, 359-2366.
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Earning the gold bars of a second lieu•
\enant doesn't come easily. .
You've got to prove yourself as a leader.
A manager. A decision-maker.
You've got to measure up to a high stan•
dard of excellenco.
And If you do, you'll know you 're anything but standard . And so will the rest of
the world.
How about you? Think you 've got what
it takes to become an Army officer? Then
enroll in Army ROTC, If you have at least two
years left at EWU.
ROTC is the college program that trains

you to become c>.n officer. You 'll develop your
leadership and management abilit ies.
Why not begin your future as an officer?
You'll get a lot out of it. And respect is only
the beg inning.
For more information, conta ct Captain
Bruce Hilling in Cadet Hail at 359-6104 or call
toll -free from Spokane 458-6288.

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Buy 1st on_e, get 2 tokens towards
other two
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EVERY SUNDAY
Free Pool
50¢ Mu~s for mug club

mermbers. Ask about our

·{(
:

membership.
WEDNESDAY'S QUARTERS NIGHT

~

25¢ beer from 8:00 to 9:00

:

DAILY DRAFT SPECIAL
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IJ .,.,t~" . SHOWIES
!
4141st
*
*
MON. - FRI. 4-6 P.M~,
#
$2.00 Pitchers
#·
I
75e Pin·ts
I
# TrHURSDA Y- LIVE MUSIC #
I
$1.00 Coolers for Ladies 7-8:30
;
.#
FREE PRETZELS - NO COVER
:
f FRID~Y 5-9 SPA~f.tETTI FEED . *
#
$3.50 includes Pint Of Pilsner #

::_===

*
KEGS TO ·GO - -258294
:
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